Infrared for every day—SF6 gas leak detection when you need it.

Introducing the first gas detection/infrared camera from Fluke, the Ti450 SF6 Gas Leak Detector

Increase efficiency and save money with a top performing every day infrared camera that delivers pinpoint SF6 detection. Conduct two critical functions with a single tool whenever and wherever you want without having to pay heavy rental charges or hire expensive contractors.

Two tools in one, at a one-of-a-kind price.

Ordering information: FLK-TI450 SF6 60 Hz Gas Detection and Infrared Camera

Learn more about this infrared and SF6 gas detection combo tool at www.fluke.com/SF6gas
Advanced power quality analysis

Fast, easy setup. One-touch reporting. Better results.

The Fluke 1748 Power Quality Logger provides you with the data you need to quickly and easily troubleshoot, quantify energy usage and analyze power distribution systems.

• IP65 rated probes and accessories ensures safe reliable operation even in harsh conditions
• Powers directly from the measured circuit from 100 V to 500 V
• Get one-touch power quality health reporting using the included Fluke Energy Analyze plus software
• Full IEC 61000-4-30 Class A measurement compliance with one-touch power quality health reporting

Take power quality analysis, system planning and demand management to the next level.

Learn more about this power quality logger at www.fluke.com/analyzePQ